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and true. The New Testament work is of less
value because its attitude is sometimes independent of both textual and historical criticism, as
when Caiaphas is made to say that it was expedient
that one man should die for the people, not on the
occasion reported in Jn r 1 49- 52, but on the occasion
of the Jewish trial which preceded the Crucifixion
-a bold or a careless misinterpretation of Jn r 814•
Just here, however (it is the article on CAIAPHAS
by Professor Krauss of Budapest), is mentioned
the curious fact that the famous saying of Caiaphas
is found also among the Rabbis.
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Mr. Allenson has published : ( 1) Talks to
Ch£ldren on Bunyan's Holy War, by Charles
Brown (2s. 6d.); (2) Man in the Net, by J. Scott
(6d.) ; The Church of the New Testament, the
Presbyterate, by the Rev. William Paterson (3s. 6d. ).
The first of these books needs no explanation ;
the second defies all explanation ; the third is dry
but determined, a convinced presentation of the
case of Presbytery.
Messrs. Brodie & Salmond of Arbroath have
published a Memorial Sketch of Andrew Byers, a
greatly beloved Langholm evangelist. Its title is
A Bright Border Sunset (6d.). The book is
illustrated for the eye, and it abounds in such
illustrations for the mind as preachers and
teachers are always glad to be guided to.
THE MESSAGES OF ISRAEL'S LAWGIVERS. By Charles Foster Kent, Ph.D. (Clarke,
3s. 6d. ).-The peculiar title of this book is due to
the fact of its belonging to a most useful series
entitled 'The Messages of the Bible.' Its purpbse
will be understood from the sub-title, 'The Laws
of the Old Testament codified, arranged in order
of growth, and freely rendered in paraphrase.'
Useful as the series is, this is its most useful
volume. Nowhere else will the meaning of the
word 'Law,' as it applies to the Old Testament,
be so easily understood. And to understand the
word 'La'w' is to understand the Old Testament,
There is a double arrangement. The laws are
separated according to source, and they are
grouped according to character.
Almost at a
glance one can see how the Old Testament

attempts to deal with crime, with property, with
war, and with humanity; while another glance
shows whether a law is primitive, Deuteronomic,
or priestly. Very great care has been given to
eliminate error, and very great. care was needed in
so complicated and delicate a subject of study.
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MAZZINI. By Bolton King, M.A. (Dent,
5s. ).-'There is but one virtue, the eternal sacrifice
of self.' The words are George Sand's. Mazzini
'delighted to repeat them.' They might have
been made his epitaph.
'Whatever I may think of his practical insight
and skill in worldly affairs, I can with great
freedom testify to all men that he, if I have ever
seen such, is a man of genius and virtue, a man of
sterling veracity, humanity, and nobleness of
mind, one of those rltre men, numerable unfortunately but as units in this world, who are
worthy to be called martyr souls; who in silence,
piously in their daily life, understand and practise
what is meant by that.' These words are Carlyle's. He sent a letter to the Times, when loose
tongues in England and everywhere were wagging
against Mazzini,-it was after the Bandiera tragedy,
-and that is what the letter contained. Mazzini
always knew that martyrdom was what Italy needed
of him. 'He was always asking himself why it
was that Christianity had succeeded, and why a
movement that had so much in common with it,
the movement for the social and political redempHe found his
tion of the people, had failed.
answer in the fact that the French Revolution had
missed the spiritual power that made Christianity
triumphant. The Revolution had appealed to
men's selfish and personal interests, their rights,
their desire for happiness.
This volume belongs to Mr. Dugald Macfadyen's
series of' Temple Biographies.' It is made up of
two parts, the first part describing the life of
Mazzini, the second his opinions. The only fault
to find with the Life is that it takes too much
knowledge of Mazzini for granted. The Opinions
are gathered under great headings like Religion,
Duty, the State; and the difficult task is magIn short, with the
nificently accomplished.
requisite previous knowledge, this is the Book of
Mazzini.
JESUS THE JEW.
By Harris Weinstock.
(Funk &> Wagnalls). - The new attitude 0£
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progressive Judaism to Christianity has roused
much attention if it has not created much hope.
This is .the book in which to see what the movement means. Rabbi Weinstock is something of a
phenomenon, but he is not alone. Few stand in
the front with him, but he has a considerable
company behind. He has no intention of becoming a Christian : 'Let the Christian,' he says,
'in accordance with the dictates of his conscience,
continue to preach Jesus as the Divine Man who
lived humanly, and let the Jew learn to look upon
Hirn as the human Man who lived divinely.' But
it tends to unity, surely, to say such things. And
Rabbi Weinstock goes even so far as to say that
'without Judaism Christianity would have had
no foundation ; without Christianity, the spirit of
Judaism would have wielded no universal influence.'
THE ART. OF BEING HAPPY. By the
(A. Gardner).-Such
Rev. Charles A. Hall.
titles are usually titles and nothing more. Mr.
Hall's book is better than his title. lt is written
in terse, well-chosen language, it is sustained by
independent thinking, it is sincere and impressive
enough to lead us to the cultivation of the art
it advocates. Perhaps it is not superficial enough
to be very popular, nor is it mystical enough to be
wept over by the few. Bnt there are earnest men
and women who wl.ll find it out.
HYMNS OF THE HOLY EASTERN
CHURCH. By the Rev. John Brownlie. ·(A.
Gardner, 3s. 6d. net).-The hymns ate very well,
but the best part of the book is its Introduction,
which gives an account. of the creed and worship
of the Greek Church.
There is a cheap (is. each) series of books in
theology which seems to have escaped its proper
recognition yet. The title is 'Christian Study
Manuals.' Mr. R. E. Welsh is the Editor and
Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton the publishers. The
two volumes of the series which have most recently
been issued are so good a blending of scholarship
and popularity that they should compel attention
to the whole series. The one is entitled The
Jlfaster and His Method, and is written by E.
Griffith-Jones; the other is called The Scene of
our Lord's Life; its author is Dr. Waddy Moss.
MY LIFE-WORK.

By Samuel Smith, M.P.
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(Hodder & Stoughton, 5s. net).~ Mr. Samuel
Smith is quite of Dr. Bii:ney's opinion that we
should make the best of both worlds.
With
unwavering assurance (the . word is theological,
not offensive) he 'reads his title clear to mansions
in the skies,' and he prepares for occupation by
the fullest and most varied experience of this life.
He has been, or is, merchant,. traveller, m·an of
science, statesman, theologian, social economist;
and philanthropist. And into each of these
occupations he has thrown his whole soul. It
seems for a moment to be too outward a life~
The autobiography shows that even that mild
criticism is wrong. Mr. Smith has touched those
deep pleasures and deep sorrows which only the
recesses of life can yield. If he has been known
as a public man, he has also been a family man.
And he has even made it possible for us· to see
that he is able to commune with his own heart and
be still.
To all his avocations should have been added
author, and now biographer also. He is his own
biographer. And a franker biographer never
wrote. Why should he not be frank? His life
will stand inspection and does not need apology.
Do not dream that he is garrulous. His frankness.
is none of the dota.rd's vanity. Unattractive at
first sight as the volume undoubtedly is, its illustrations of the Pyramids and Niagara suggesting
disorder and miscellaneousness, the. autobiography
is found to be one of the raciest and richest of this
season's books; and amidst all the good reading
it contains lies the figure of a great good man.
TWO LOYABLE IMPS. By W. MontgomeryCampbell. (Jarrold, 2s.).-No book for children
like the story of lovable imps, and the story of
these two is well enough told to satisfy.
STRENGTH FOR THE WAY. By W. T.
Davison, M.A., D.D. (Kel(y).-When a great
Church shows itself able to maintain the spiritual
and the intellectual interests together and both at
their highest, the future of that Church is full of
promise. In this Professor Davison is more than
a member of his Church, he is an example to it.
Keen as the intellectual interest of these sermons
and papers is, the spiritual is quite as keen. The
book is th.e unmistakable expression of a life hid
with Christ in God, but .that does not hinder its
author's resolve to serve God with the mind also.
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Called to give his best to his Church during his
year of office as President of its Conference, Dr.
Davison gave it this. Among the addresses are
two papers contributed to the London Quarterly,
of which the one on 'Christ and Modern Criticism'
made a sensation and marks an epoch.
BOOKS OF .DEVOTION. By the Rev.
Charles Bodington (Longmans, 5s. ).-It is the
latest addition to the 'Oxford Library of Practical
Theology.' It makes ·one wonder wha_t the word
'practical' really means. Perhaps it means, as it
often does, simply modern. It cannot be the
opposite of theoretical, for one of the volumes of
the series is on the Incarnation.
Mr. Bodington has obtained a delightful subject.
He has found it big enough for his space, for he
has worked it historically, and when a man undertakes an account of all the devotional literature of
the Christian Church, century after century, he
needs room. Still he has managed it well, and
produced a most useful manual. It is more a
student's than a popular book, more for consulting
than for comfortable reading. But it has one
thankworthy feature-it not only gives information about devotional literature, it leads to the
practice of devotion.
PASTORAL VISITATION. By the Rev. H.
E. Savage, M.A. (Longmans, zs. 6d. net.).-The
days of the Homiletical Manual are over. The
whole duty of a minister or priest is no longer
found in one large volume which is never read.
The preaching is enough for one author, the
pastoral visitation for another. Mr. Savage has
got the Pastoral Visitation to do in Mr. Robinson's 'Handbooks for the Clergy.' He has done it
thoroughly. Not once, but again and again we
ask, 'Who is sufficient for these things?' If a
'parish priest' has all this to do, and is to do it so
conscientiously, it is no wonder preaching is deteriorating. No man can do this alone. And yet
it is the most ordinary fact that there are hundreds
of men in all the centres of population who are
struggling to go through it day by day. Mr.
Savage will help, not hinder. He does more
than show where duty lies, he points to the source
of power to fulfil it. 'Who is sufficient for these
things? . . . Our sufficiency is of God.'
THE

BOOK OF PRAISES.

By C. E.

Stuart (Marlborouglz, 3s. 6d.).-Mr. Stuart's expository manner must be well known by this
time, fo~ he has gone over several of the books
of Scripture. It is a practical, evangelical,
common-sense method of letting Scripture speak
for itself. This volume is too small, however, for
the Book of Psalms. When Mr. Stuart has great
spaces to cover, it is like beating out gold, he gets
too thin.
Mr. Stuart has also published a paper on The
Unclothed or Separate State (Marlborough, 2d.).
Messrs. Marshall Brothers have published the
Rev. Samuel Moore's narrative of The Great
Revival in Ireland in 1859 (rs.). It comes opportunely, and it has the warmth and colour of the
eye-witness.
Also The Revival of Prayer (6d. net.). A
record of wonderful effects, by Dr. I'\. T. Pierson.
And The Revelation of St. John in blank verse,
by C. H. B. Burlton (rs. net.).
Messrs. Nisbet have issued The Church Directory
and Almanack for 1903 (2s. net.). There is no
cheaper directory published. It contains 700
closely printed pages, every lin'e demanding the
utmost care in compilation and proof-reading,
and yet, so far as we know, after two years' use,
it is faultless. This year's issue gives the names
of the colonial clergy.
The Committee of the Palestine Exploration
Fund has published a· book by Lieut-General Sir
Charles Warren on The .(-indent Cubit (5s. 6d.).
The title is far too modest. The discussion of
the cubit is of much consequence, and Sir Charles
Warren discusses it thoroughly; but the book is
really a treatise on ancient and modern weights
and measures.
What a complicated business it is! We must
know these things, and it is well that there are
men who have been born to find them out for us.
But we marvel at their patience. Even to read
this book is a great trial of perseverance, to test
its calculations here and there doubles its discipline; what must it have cost the author to
write it! The success of such work rests upon
the accuracy of its minutire. The spelling, right
through the book, of a certain Dictionary of the
Bible made one suspicious.
But it is a pure
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idiosyncrasy.
correct.

Every calculation tested turned out

, THE METROPOLITAN TABERNACLE
PULPIT FOR r902. (Passmore &> Alabaster,
7s. 6d.).-This is the forty-eighth volume. It is
still the work, and altogether the work, of Mr, C.
H. Spurgeon. Week by week, and month by
month (for there are monthly as well as weekly
parts), the sermons have been coming out all the
year, and great multitudes have been reading
them. Now the year's issue is gathered into this
bound volume to swell this unique library, and be
read again and again in the days that are to come.
Messrs. Passmore & Alabaster have also published Twelve Sermons on the Doctrines ef Grace
( rs.) by C. H. Spurgeon.
THE WONDERFUL TEACHER.
By D.
Burrell, D.D. (Robinson, 3s. 6d. net.).-The
fascination of Christ is reflected in the everlasting
interest of His teaching. And yet He came not to
teach but to give His life a ransom. Dr. Burrell
knows, and he keeps the teaching in touch with
the work. This is the excellence of his book.
It is no sheaf of measured professorial lectures
turned into print. The palpitating warmth of the
pulpit is felt in it still, and yet the arrangement 1s
clear and the subject complete.
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OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE CONFERENCES. By Joseph Rickaby, S.J. (Sands, 5s.).In these 'Conferences' (this is the second series),
Mr. Rickaby discusses all questions that at present
agitate the Catholic mind. ' Do Catholics lead
better lives than other men? ' - 'The Meaning
of the Word Sectarian'-' Heaven and Hell as
Antidotes to Worldliness '-these are some of the
subjects discussed. There is no dry scholasticism
in the manner of discussing them, all is plain,
modern, practical. For instance, Mr. Rickaby
has no comfortable 'Yes' to give to the question,
' Do Catholics lead better lives than other men?'
He admits the excessive proportion of Catholics
on the rolf of the criminal class. And all the plea
he urges is that as there is a natural goodness
(best seen in Tom Brown's Schooldays), so also
there is a supernatural goodness ; so that when
the Catholic is good he is very good, because 'the
character.istics of the English gentleman are all

taken up and supernaturalized by the Catholic
gentleman.' Or again; 'He is the better man before God who joins the theological virtues to the
virtues of the hero of Tom Brown's Schooldays.'
The reasonableness of the book is a wonder.
That and its nearness of interest give it its greatest
worth.
A HISTORY OF THE BABYLONIANS
AND ASSYRIANS. By G. S. Goodspeed, Ph.D.
(Smith, Elder, 6s. ).-This volume belongs to Professors 'Kent and Sanders' 'Historical Series for
Bible Students.' Its author is one of that brilliant
band of scholars whom President Harper has
gathered round him in the University of Chicago.
Dr. Goodspeed is Professor of Ancient History
there. His work is already known, and it has
been found to lie on the right side of that gulf
between intellectual life and death, which is cut
so deep in America. The book is more than a
good scholar's compilation. Here and there it
reveals independent research, here and there even
independent opinion. Professor Goodspeed believes that Sennacherib's boastful inscription and
the biblical narrative of his campaign are capable
of harmonization, though he admits it is difficult
to harmonize them. He holds that Tyre surrendered to Nebuchadrezzar after thirteen years'
siege, but that the Chaldrean king ·never entered
it. One feature of the book is commendable-'the writer never gets wearied, nor is unfairly
pressed for space as ·the end· approaches.
THE NOBLE EIGHTFOLD PATH. By
the Rev. W. St. Clair-Tisdall, M.A., C.M.S.
(Stock, 6s. ).-This title Mr. St. Clair-Tisdall has
given to a manual of primitive Buddhism. Chosen
for the James Long lectureship, he delivered the
lectures which are here published in Cambridge,
Durham, Manchester, and elsewhere ; and
wherever he delivered them he impressed those
who had studied Buddhism with his grasp of the
subject, while, by his sympathy and clearness, he
opened a new world of interest to those who
had not yet studied it. This is the way to deal
with Buddhism and all other religions. The old
'devil-born' idea is dead. In every country God
has those that fear Him. And the early Buddhists
were surely accepted of Him. Yet Mr. St. ClairTisdall shows very plainly that Buddhism must
give place to Christianity.
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The latest volumes of the 'Baptist Pulpit' are
.The Jlfaking of Man, by the Rev. Daniel Hughes;
and Tlzrough Christ to Life, by the Rev. J. J. Ellis,
M.A. (Stockwell, 2s. 6d. net, each).
Mr. Stockwell has published : ( r) Christ versus
Caste, being Reflections on the Five Parables
occurring in the fifteenth and sixteenth chapters
of St. Luke's Gospel, by Evan Cameron (2s. 6d.).
(2) Byways of Bible Highways, a volume of
sermons on familiar topics and in familiar
language, by the Rev. G. Watt Smith, M.A.
(2s. 6d. net). (3) The Migrations of Mortimer
Mackinall, by E. W. Beaven (3s. Qd.), a biography
which is not all history, we are kindly informed,
but is all good reading. (4) The Priestly Letters,
or the Priest that is the Enemy, being twelve
letters addressed to his young ritualist relatives in
London-Blandina, Paulina, and Cyril Priestly,
by their uncle, John Elder (Rev. John Wenn), and
well calculated to confirm them in their ritualism.
THE PAPAL MONARCHY. By William
Barry, D.D. (Fisher Unwin, 5s.).-Mr. Fisher
Unwin's 'Story of the Nations' is a striking commentary on the familiar words, 'All nations and
kindreds and peoples and tongues.' The series
has reached its fifty-eighth volume, and the end is
not in sight. The series has been a success, and
the secret of it has been the careful choice of
authors. Mr. Unwin has worked on the principle
that the man who was most in sympathy with a
nation would give the best account of it. It is a
sound principle, and an e:xcellent illustration of
its working is before us. Dr. Barry is no blind
idolater, but he is in sympathy, and his story of
the Papal Monarchy from St. Gregory the Great to
Boniface vm. is not only good reading but good
history. As always, the illustrations are many and
illustrative. In them one sees the life that was

led by the men and women of the time, the very
character of the men and women themselves.
LETTERS ON REASONING. By John M.
Robertson (Watts, 3s. 6d. net).-It is not an
attractive way to teach logic, and the book may
miss its mark. But the letters are so lively, and
the advice for the most part so sound and well
said, that, if only it is dipped into, the book is sure
to be read, and if read it is sure to be enjoyed.
One trifle of criticism - Is it not hard on the
late Professor Minto to say, that because he used
the expression, 'some other cause than chance/
he treated chance as a cause? Is it not merely a
loose turn of language? However, a fine, practical letter on ' Chance' is founded on it.
Messrs. Watts have. added Mr. Herbert
Spencer's Education and Mr. M. M. Mangasarian's
New Catechism to their sixpenny library.
GLIMPSES OF TENNYSON. By Agnes
Grace Weld ( Willt'ams & Norgate,. 4s. 6d. net).-'
Not only of Tennyson, but of all the Tennysons.
It goes back to 'Uncle Sam Turner,' the vicar of
Grasby, under whose ministry the doctrine was so·
definite that when Hobbes, the philosopher, was.
named in the hearing of the villagers, 'Why~
loovey,' said the husband to his wife, 'that's the
graate Hobbes that's in hell.' It passes down.
through the next generation, in which we find
'Aunt Cecilia,' whose marriage with the learned
Professor Lushington is commemorated at the
end of In Memoriam, and who· was not the betrothed of Arthur Hallam. And it reaches the
generation that is still with us, of whom Maud
Tennyson writes an appendix to the volume. It
is just such a volume as the ardent lover of
Tennyson will delight in ; the uninterested or halfhearted had better pass it by.
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